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� What people say they do when surveyed
◦ 61% reported they reused passwords across sites. 

CSID survey 2012 [1]

◦ 46% responded ‘yes’ to question “I use the same 
password for several of my personal online password for several of my personal online 
accounts.” ESET survey 2012 [2]

◦ 55% agreed “I use the same passwords for most, if 
not all, websites.” Ofcom interviews 2013 [3]
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� What people do as seen in password leaks
◦ 77% of participants would either modify or reuse 

existing passwords. 43% would use the exact same 
password at different websites. The Tangled Web 
of Password Reuse 2014 [4]

◦ Comparison of 302 common accounts between the 
password database breach at Yahoo! Voices and 
SonyPictures.com found 59% used the exact same 
password, with another 2% using capitalization 
differences. Troy Hunt 2012 [5]
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� What people do as seen by their web 
browsing behavior
◦ 73% used password for online banking with at least 

one other non-financial site. 47% of users share 
both their online banking user ID and password 
with at least one nonfinancial website. with at least one nonfinancial website. 
Trusteer 2010 [6]

◦ "One hundred fourteen of our subjects (85%) had 
fewer unique passwords than they did websites that 
they entered passwords into. Understanding 
Password Choices: How Frequently Entered 
Passwords are Re-used Across Websites 2016 [7]
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� Password reuse becomes a problem when an 
attacker either captures a user’s password or 
compromises a site and gains access to lots 
of users’ passwords.

� They can then attempt the stolen credentials 
for one or more users on other sites. This 
has been called “credential stuffing”.
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� Account checkers are designed to try 
username/password pairs against a web site

� Sophisticated programs available
◦ SentryMBA – https://sentry.mba◦ SentryMBA – https://sentry.mba

◦ Shard – https://github.com/philwantsfish/shard

◦ Credmap - https://github.com/lightos/credmap
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� 2013 Google: “We’ve seen a single attacker 
using stolen passwords to attempt to break 
into a million different Google accounts every 
single day, for weeks at a time. A different 
gang attempted sign-ins at a rate of more gang attempted sign-ins at a rate of more 
than 100 accounts per second.” [8]

� 2016 Microsoft: “we detect more than 10 
million credential attacks every day across 
our identity systems.” [9]
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� 2016 Akamai [10]

◦ “999,980 IPs were involved in the attacks against 
the customer's login page.” 427 million accounts 
were checked in a one week period. 

◦ 817,390 IPs making 388 million login attempts ◦ 817,390 IPs making 388 million login attempts 
using 65 million email addresses. 

◦ Comparing source IPs of both attacks, they found 
70% match, implying the same org responsible for 
both, or that they used the same botnet.
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� “ATO attacks seem to spike in activity after a major 
data breach, due to the common practice of password 
reuse.” Akamai [10]

� Taobao attacked over a few days in Oct 2015 [11]
◦ Used 99M credentials collected from other sites. 
◦ 20.5 million matched Taobao accounts, which was ◦ 20.5 million matched Taobao accounts, which was 

about 1 in 20 of their total annual active buyers.
◦ Wasn’t detected until November, however Alibaba

says at the time their security systems discovered 
and blocked the vast majority of log-in attempts. 
◦ Still resulted in around $1 million of fraud 

transactions on the site.
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� Roughly 27% of 4,000 US & UK respondents 
surveyed had one or more online accounts 
compromised in the past year. Gigya 2016 [12]
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� Access to money or possessions

� Access to credits that can be converted into 
services or products

� Access to in-game items

Scamming or trying to infect contacts� Scamming or trying to infect contacts

� Sending spam

� Social boosting 

� Selling accounts to someone who wants to do 
one of the above
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� User made a decision to 
reuse their password

� Should you just wait to � Should you just wait to 
see if reuse causes a 
problem on your site 
and then react?
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� 2015 paper I Added ! at the End to Make It 
Secure [13] asked about password reuse:

◦ ‘I know password reuse is a terrible idea, but it 
does not keep me awake at night… I have never 
seen any negative consequences.’seen any negative consequences.’

◦ ‘I usually use the same password for many things, 
but am not concerned since I’ve been doing this for 
a long time.’

◦ ‘I should worry about consequences of password 
reuse, but I don’t.’
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� Part of the problem is the average user’s 
perception about what risks they face.

‘I reuse passwords all the time if 
the password is a good one.’
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‘My reused password is not 
easily guessed.’

‘No one can guess my reused 
password.’
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� 56% said the sites they visited had ultimate 
responsibility for online account protection.  
TeleSign 2014 [14]

� 39% of users believe websites are to blame � 39% of users believe websites are to blame 
for online account compromises by not 
offering sufficient security features. 
Imperium 2013 [15]
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“The biggest challenge facing Yahoo? I think by far the 
biggest challenge is user security. It’s not people 
breaking into us, it’s making our product safe for 
normal users.

The ‘death of the password’ paradigm and replacing it 
is by far the worst thing.  There’s, in theory, nothing we is by far the worst thing.  There’s, in theory, nothing we 
can do. In practice it means we need to rebuild how we 
interact with Sally so that she isn’t using the same 
password everywhere. And if she loses her password 
it’s not a complete disaster. 

So yeah, by far the password problem is my biggest 
problem.”

--Alex Stamos (then Yahoo CISO) [16]
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� Enforce regular or incident-driven password 
expiration

� Design unusual password policy requirements

� Assign random passwords to users

� Eliminate password use altogether� Eliminate password use altogether

� Implement 2FA/2SV

� Create a blacklist from leaked passwords

� Utilize contextual/risk-based authentication

� Proactive seek out password leaks and 
compare to your own users
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� Reduce ATO based 
on known risks

� Save time/money 
preventing ATO instead 
of dealing with impacts of dealing with impacts 
after it occurs

� Demonstrate security 
commitment to your 
users / investors
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� Common Sources
◦ Server compromises & SQL injection
◦ Trojans & malware
◦ Phishing
◦ MITM
◦ Compilations of above sources◦ Compilations of above sources

� Some will be duplicates, possibly with someone 
else claiming credit or changing alleged origin

� Some leaks will not be limited just to account 
database and will have superfluous data
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� Leaks alleged to be from your site or users

� Easy leaks to process

� Large leaks (e.g. LinkedIn, MySpace)

� All leaks you can find
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Dec 2012Dec 2012Dec 2012Dec 2012 Jan 2013Jan 2013Jan 2013Jan 2013

Dumps 154 (125 named) 110 (90 named)

Plaintext passwords 66 (221k) 40 (61k)

� Pastebin.com and similar paste sites

Plaintext passwords 66 (221k) 40 (61k)

Hashed passwords 82 (222k) 64 (101k)

Less than 1K 103 73

More than 10k 7 2

Emails included N/A 87%
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� Where available (torrents, file sharing)

SiteSiteSiteSite AccountsAccountsAccountsAccounts FormatFormatFormatFormat

Mate1.com 27M Plaintext

LinkedIn 117M SHA-1
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LinkedIn 117M SHA-1

MySpace 360M SHA-1

Tumblr 65M Salted/hashed

“Twitter” 32M (400M) Plaintext

VK.com 100M Plaintext

Badoo.com 127M MD5



� Tools
◦ Netflix’s Scumblr 

https://github.com/netflix/scumblr/wiki

◦ Dumpmon
https://github.com/jordan-wright/dumpmon

� Sites
◦ https://hashes.org/public.php

◦ https://forum.insidepro.com/
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� Your local underground goods dealer

� Law enforcement
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� Hold Security

� LeakedSource

� Threat Intelligence service providers?� Threat Intelligence service providers?
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� Is it a dump that you’ve already processed?

� Clean up & convert data into usable format
◦ Remove headers, footers, separators, 

leading/trailing spaces, malformed data

◦ Determine relevant fields and their order◦ Determine relevant fields and their order

◦ Filter out records that don’t correspond with 
accounts (email addresses) on your system

� Decide which users you are worried about
◦ Any user with email appearing in leak

◦ Any user with username appearing in leak

◦ Only users whose email/password matches leak
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� If plaintext, hash with same scheme you 
normally use and compare results to 
matching user account

� If hashed, identify hash and put in a baseline � If hashed, identify hash and put in a baseline 
level of effort to crack the easier passwords
◦ Any already cracked hashes available?

◦ Try brute force, wordlist, hybrid

◦ Spend a ‘reasonable’ amount of time
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� Top hash types in leaks collected over 6 month period

◦ 630 MD5

◦ 134 MD5(MD5(p).s)

◦ 120 MD5(s.p)

◦ 108 MD5(MD5(s).MD5(p))

◦ 94 SHA1◦ 94 SHA1

◦ 53 MySQL5

◦ 38 MD5(p.s)

◦ 36 Crypt-DES

◦ 34 MySQL323

◦ 28 SHA512(p.s)

◦ 20 MD5(MD5(p))
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� Hash user plaintexts first using simple, 
popular hash and then your stronger hash

� When processing leaks with same simple 
hash you can feed them through your normal 
hashing process (minus initial step)hashing process (minus initial step)

� Might have to create additional password 
hash records if you want to support more 
than one simple base hash
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� Determine if you can identify and duplicate 
the hashing process

� Add step during user login to hash plaintext 
password using leak processing if user has 
matching emailmatching email

� Not as timely as cracking immediately and 
may require you to maintain database of 
leaked credentials indefinitely
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� Just notify users of 
risk and let them 
decide what to do

� Lock accounts
◦ Custom unlock workflow◦ Custom unlock workflow

◦ Normal forgotten 
password workflow

� Flag accounts for 
secondary auth

� Invalidate session 
tokens
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� Inform users of reason for change

◦ That their email/password for your site was exposed 
due reusing it at compromised third-party

◦ The name of the third-party?

◦ That your site wasn’t compromised◦ That your site wasn’t compromised

◦ Whether or not unauthorized access was detected

◦ How to reset their password and regain access

◦ Encouragement to turn on/update MFA

◦ Educate them on better password practices (e.g. like 
using password manager)

◦ Media release / blog post if needed
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� May attract/have to deal with ‘nuisance’ leaks

◦ Fake or old compilation leaks generated by hackers 
to gain notoriety or money

◦ Probably more of a result of you being an 
interesting target rather than them knowing that interesting target rather than them knowing that 
you process leaks
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� Leak allegedly from large email providers

◦ Google found only 2% (476,000) of the 23.8 
million combinations were a match for valid 
accounts. [19]

◦ Microsoft found of 33 million combinations 9.6% ◦ Microsoft found of 33 million combinations 9.6% 
of the usernames matched an account, and only 
0.1% matched password. [9]

◦ Mail.ru found of 57 million combos 99.982% 
invalid [20]
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� User confusion about if you’ve been hacked
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� Users confused about how you could know 
that their passwords matched

� Users locked out of accounts because 
recovery options don’t work for them

Users concerned that your knowledge of their � Users concerned that your knowledge of their 
accounts elsewhere violates their privacy

� Users very concerned if named third-party 
hosted sensitive content

� Users suffering from notification fatigue
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� Legal Risks – THIS IS NOT LEGAL ADVICE

◦ Password leaks are stolen data

◦ 18 U.S.C. § 1030 (a)(6) AKA CFAA - “knowingly and 
with intent to defraud traffics (as defined in section 
1029) in any password or similar information 1029) in any password or similar information 
through which a computer may be accessed without 
authorization…”

◦ 18 U.S. Code § 1029 - Fraud and related activity in 
connection with access devices

◦ Intellectual property / trade secret law

◦ Avoid testing credentials on third-party
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� Wordpress - found 100,000 users with same 
email/password as ‘Gmail’ leak [21]

� Yahoo - finds 10% - 20% of entries in a “bad 
password dump” match their users [16]

� Twitter - “Our goal is to protect [user] 
accounts. Through our defensive actions to 
protect users and available info on how to 
further secure accounts I feel we’ve had a 
good response.”
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� Leak processing won’t eliminate ATO

◦ Not all leaks are publicly shared

◦ Will miss users signing up after leak processing

◦ Attackers still compromise via other weaknesses

� May address the most at-risk population of 
your users

� Demonstrates your commitment to the 
integrity of your users’ accounts
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